**Paper Prototype**
Subject #6

**Task 1**

**Process:**
1) Chose Artifact Type > Ceramics/Pottery
2) Selected one artifact to see more details about the artifact
3) Went back to previous page
4) Selected next page of list of artifact (<<back, next>>) 
5) Next step, typed “fish” in “search within results”

**Comments:**
- Artifact Detail Page
  - Liked the map when it corresponded to the search

**Task 2**

**Process:**
1) Clicked one of the artifacts from current finding
2) Read the detail information about the artifact and checked Chincha Valley under location (Grave>13)
3) Checked the field notes under location
4) Selected the document from the results

**Comments:**
- Can you check both document and location?
- This task was confusing since there is no history of sites that has been visited.

**Task 3**

**Process:**
1) Looked at the map
2) Chose Location > Chincha

**Comments:**
- Liked the zoom function on the map

**Post Paper Prototype Questionnaire**

- Second task was confusing.
- It wasn’t clear what was still open to look for
- Liked the map because it directly reflects the #of artifacts that currently looking for
- Would like to have up-closed view of images, 3D figurine (multiple views)
- If she has previously knowledge about the artifact, she would use the search box first.
- If she is generally looking for something, first, she would look at the pictures, then find out more information about the artifact, but not so much information about the region.
- Likes to see the show all button for the option.
- Add links to related documents on artifact detail page.